
The UDM uses
real-time,
customizable
graphs and
tables to
display
performance of
connected
CDMA devices.

High-performance, full-featured
CDMA Diagnostic Monitor

The UDM is a full-featured Diagnostic
Monitor (DM) that allows developers,
field and drive test teams, certification
test teams and service providers to
monitor and analyze the performance
of CDMA mobile devices and networks.
UDM is the first commercially available
DM supporting real-time position-
location charting and analysis.

The UDM has been developed using
the Spirent Universal Tool Suite (UTS),
a chipset-independent architecture that
supports solutions for CDMA mobile
device provisioning and analysis.  With
UTS, the UDM can achieve manufacturer
and chipset independence through the
use of UTS Device Drivers.  Generic
device drivers for QUALCOMM-based
CDMA mobile devices are supplied.
The UTS architecture also provides
tremendous flexibility in scripting and
automated control with its open COM-
based interface.

The UDM V2’s Software Router
(SoftRouterTM) technology offers
capabilities that far exceed those of
conventional DMs, enabling connection
to multiple CDMA devices and multiple
software applications simultaneously.
This feature allows direct, side-by-side

message decoding.  GPS positional data
may be recorded and decoded within
the OTA logs.  Advanced playback
features allow replay of all previously
logged data, including OTA messages
and graphical data, at user-selectable
rates.

With the UTS device drivers, flexible
charting, open scripting, compre-
hensive logging, versatile playback
capabilities and unique built-in
SoftRouterTM, the UDM delivers industry-
leading capabilities that greatly exceed
those of traditional diagnostic monitors.

Applications:
■ Product Design and Development

■ Product Verification and Validation

■ Deployment and Field Test

■ Certification and Performance Test

■ Compliance and Interoperability 
Labs

Major Features:
■ Manufacturer and chipset

independence with UTS device
drivers

■ Support for 3G data and IS-801-1 
Location Services

■ E911 Compliance Pass/Fail based 
upon FCC criteria.

■ GPS data logging with GIS export 
facility

■ SoftRouterT M  supports simultaneous
mobile device monitoring and 
control for complete test automation

■ Simultaneous logging and display 
of data from multiple CDMA mobile
devices

■ Real-time display and charting of 
device performance and status 
information

■ IS-95A/B and IS-2000 Over-The-Air
(OTA) message logging with 
integrated decoder

■ Includes drivers for QUALCOMM-
based CDMA mobile devices

■ Integrated playback of previously-
logged data at a user-selectable rate
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comparisons of CDMA devices.  It also
allows play back of multiple data logs
and graphs while recording new logs
from multiple CDMA devices.
SoftRouterTM technology is key to
enabling closed-loop test automation
with the UDM, either integrated with
other Spirent test systems, or as part
of a user-developed solution.

The UDM supports real-time display
and logging of key IS-95A/B and IS-
2000 parametric data with fully
customizable charts and tables.  It also
supports Over-The-Air (OTA) message
logging and integrated real-time



E911 and Position Location
Testing
The UDM is the first to integrate the
FCC’s OET Bulletin No. 71 statistical
compliance methodology into a simple
easy to read pass/fail chart. UDM builds
upon Spirent’s industry leading Position
Location Test System (PLTS) solution by
expanding position-location testing
capabilities into the field environment.
UDM supports full IS-801-1 message
logging and decoding as well as
location charting, and statistical error
analysis.  The UDM performs the
statistical analysis for E911 Phase II
mobile based solution: 50 meters for
67 percent of calls, and 150 meters for
95 percent of calls automatically.

The Compliance chart provides a simple
Pass/Fail relative to FCC statistical requirements.

Ground Truth can be a fixed location
or alternate GPS reference for
characterization of the IS-801-1
position location.
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SoftRouterTM Technology

The SoftRouterTM, inherent to Spirent’s
UTS architecture, provides the capability
to simultaneously connect, control and
analyze multiple CDMA mobile devices.
SoftRouterTM technology allows side-by-
side comparisons of both mobile
devices and networks.

 For automated testing, the
SoftRouterTM manages the device
connection port, allowing the UDM to
continue to monitor the device while it
is being controlled by multiple
programs, such as the Spirent
TASKIT/C2K test executive in the C2K-
ATS CDMA2000 Automatic Test System,
or a user-generated test solution.

The UDM’s use of the UTS architecture with built in SoftRouterTM

allows for side-by-side performance comparison of multiple
devices from different manufacturers.
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Examples of UDM Capabilities

Searcher Signal Traces

Power & Finger Charts

Software Trace Debug View

Real-Time Message Decoding

State Chart Over Time

User-Defined Table Views

Comprehensive Filter Masks
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Enhanced Automation and
Scripting Environment

The UDM’s open COM-based UTS architecture forms a flexible
and powerful Scripting environment, allowing advanced
monitoring and control of CDMA devices.

UDM uses the Spirent UTS COM-based
interface, which combines with the
SoftRouterTM to provide advanced
automation and scripting capabilities
for ultimate flexibility and control of
CDMA devices.  The open interface
makes automated device testing
accessible by allowing users to generate
test executables and scripts in any
COM-based language, such as VBScript
or Visual Basic.

Software Development Kit (SDK) is
available to accelerate your automation
efforts.  The SDK contains: the UDM
Instrument API to provide remote
control of inherent UDM functionality,
Decoder API to allow client applications
such as a test executive to decode and
trigger based on OTA message fields,
and a Client Interface Specification that
defines the SoftRouterTM interfaces to
Control and Monitor the device under
test.

Powerful Logging Capabilities

The UDM’s comprehensive logging function records
and decodes IS-95A/B, IS-2000 and IS-801-1
messages, CDMA parameters, and unique device
messages into easy to understand language.

UDM makes it easy to collect and
analyze mobile device and over-the-air
message logs.  All key CDMA parametric
data is displayed and logged in real
time, with fully customizable charts and
tables.  In a field or drive test
environment, GPS positional data may
be recorded and decoded within the
OTA logs; just one GPS connection
provides data for all connected devices.

A powerful data logging format
provides the capability to display, log,
decode, and playback a multitude of
data such as OTA messages, CDMA
parameters, analog parameters, and
handset unique messages.
Independent filters are provided to
ensure logging and display of only
pertinent data. Transport controls
provide advanced playback features to
replay all previously logged data,
including OTA messages and graphical
data, at user-selectable rates.

UDM Ordering Information

UDM V2
■ UDM CD-ROM
■ UDM User Documentation
■ UDM Security Module

Please contact your sales
representative for pricing and option
information.
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